
TEACHING OF THE NOVEL: FRUSTRATIONS AND CONSOLATIONS 

Prof. Dr. Ünal AYTÜR* 

Problems cohnected with the teaching of the English novel to Tur
kish students in university English language and literature departments 
are mainly of two kinds. There are problems arising from the nature of 
the nov~I as a literary form; there are also problems arising from the fact 
that, . when students come into serious contact, more or !ess, for the first 
time, with unsimplified English novels, they are stlll trying ·to learn the 
English language. 

The first type of problem is common both to the British and non-Bri
tish student, and it has been put clearly by Percy Lubbock in. The Craft 
ot Fiction:. To criticize a novel, Lubbock observes, we must try to grasp 
its «shadowy and fantasma! form... to hold it fast, ta turn it over and 
survey it at leisure,» but our effort is perpetually defeated, because: «Noth

ing will keep a book steady and motionless before us, so that vve may 
have time to examine its shape and design. As quickly as we read, it 
melts and shifts in the memory; even at the moment when the last page 
is turneci, a great part of the book, its tiner detail, is alreody ·vague and 
.doubtful. A little later, after o few days or months, how much is really 
left of it? A cluster of impressions, some ·Clear points emerging from a 
mist of uncertainty, this is ali we can hope to possess, generally speak
ing, in the name of the book. The experience of reading it has left some
thing behind, and these relics we cali by the book's name; .but how 
can they be considered to give us the material for judging · and: apprais-

1 
ing the book? Nobody would venture to criticize a building, a statue, a 
picture, with nothing before him but the memory of a single glimpse 
caught in passing.>> 

Percy · Lubbock has in mind, of course, the properly educated and 
troined native speaker who has a great · deal of experience in reading 
novels. When the foreign student has finished reading a novel, the impres-
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sion left behind is likely to be much more obscure. To get familiar with 
a .novel even to the degree that Lubbock finds unsatisfactory, is a diffi
cult task tor the majority of students in Turkis'h universities. Most stu
dents stıart reading a . prescribed book with the best of intentions; some 
finall

1
y decide to be content with what n·otes they can tal<e during discus-

. sion in class. Others, more determined and conscientioı,.ıs, manage to 
finish their reading in time. But the very suggestion of a second reading 
would produce only hopeless 5 miles from them ali! ' 

As we see, the first difficulty in the teaching of fiction leads us di
rectly into the s·econ.d source of difficulty: novels are long and take a long 
time to read; the foreign student reads slowly, and especially in the first 
.two years his comprehension is not entireıv accurate or full. Should we, 
then, as some people seem to suggest, first teach him the English lan
guage properly and when he is thus fully eqpuipped, put him on to the 
study · of English literature? Plausible as it may sound, this view is far 
from being quite well-grounded. it mal<es a rather severe distinction be
tween language and literature whi'ch are in fact inseparable . 

. Since it is impossible for the foreign student to learn English through 
direct experience of the language as part of life in the ·way the native 
learner aGquires his mother tongue, reading is aımost the only means 

. available to him to improve his English. ·Where there is little reading there 
. can only be little langua-ge learning. And this is where the· study of 
EngJish literature can h~lp enormously. 1 have litUe acquairitance with 
current approaches to the teaching of English as a foreing language, but 
ı fully agree with the writers of a sensible book on this subject. They 
write: «it is in literature that the student is most likely to find words used 
memorably with force and point. it is there that he will find words used in 

· the widest range of contexts and there that he will find words passion
ately or deli_cately conveying emotions and attitudes. There he lliay prac
tise sustained efforts of imaginotion, learn to see wholes greater than 
the sum of their parts, and find joy in the exercise of his mentol powers 
at full stretch. » 

Of the major forms of literature the novel makes use of the widest 

range of prese. Novels contain speech (both direct and indirect), descfip-

. tion, norration, and commentary. They alsa arouse the reader's curiosity 

and mairitain his interest through the «stories» they tel1. As E. M. F~rster 

pointed out, «We are ~il like Scheherazade's husband, iı:ı that we wqnt 
to know wlıat happens next.» Most novels, therefore, provide en excellent 
opportunity for tlıe foreign learner to observe language in action, to see 
words again and again in many slightly different contexts with changing . . 
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connotations, and to accustom his mind more and more to the struc
tural patterns of .. English. . . 

Let me point out at once that I am not odvocating the use of novels 
merely as material for language leorning. ı .om trying to suggest that by 
means of a suitable approach, it is possible to introduce the student to 
a serious study of ~he English novel at an ·early stage, and,at the same 
time to develop his sensitivity to the subtleties of the English language 
by bringing him into .contact with the works of some great writers using 
that language. 1 believe that such a sensitivity to language cannot be ob
tained from coursebooks tor teaching English. No course book ·is likely 

· to present the learner with anything. comparable in its effects to this onıe 
senter)ce paragraph from Fielding's Joseph Andrews: 

«Joseph_ had not finished his letter, when he was summoned down
stairs by Mr. Peter Pounce, to re~eive_ his wages; tor, that out of eight 
pounds a ve.ar he allowed his father and mother four, he had been. obli
ged, in order to furnish hims·elf with musical instruments, to apply to the 
generosity of the aforesaid Pet~r. who, on urgent occasions, us~d to ad" 
vance the servants their wages; not before . they were due, but before 
they were payable; that is, perhaps, halt o year after they_ were due, and 
this at the .moderate premium of fifty per cent, or a little mor~; by whiclh 
cha~itable methods, together wi~h lending money to other peopİe; and 
even to his own master and mistress·, the honest man had, from .r~othing,. 
in a few years amossed a small sum of twenty thousand pounds ~r 

· thereabouts.» 

The basic device here is the simplest type of irony-" which consists· 
.merely in soying the opposite of what one means. Yet, through the cumu
ı·ative effect of repetition an.d by means of cleverly applied . delaying tac
ti9s, Fielding has turneci this simple device into an effective weapon of 
iight-hearted satire. in its various ınore complicated forms irony can be 
a very difficult thing tor the foreign student to understand; and there is 
no doubt that Fielding's noveıs· can provide an early and suitable intro" 
duction to study of irony. After all, the student must begin some
where, because. he has a long way to go from Joseph Andre.ws through 
Jane Austen's opening sentence in Pride and Preiudice ( «it is a truth u
niversally acknowledged, that a single _man in posse.sion of a good tortu- · 
ne, must be in want ofa wife.» }, to the type of irony we find ·in Dickens's 

NicoLas Nic.kleby: «Mr. Squeers's oppearance was not prepossessing. He 

had but one eye, ·and the popular prejudice runs in favour of two; The 
eye he had was unq uestiona'bly useful, but decidedly not ornamental.» 

1 am aware that this Is not an easy task to achieve. it requires deter-
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mination and hard work from the student, and careful guidance from the 
teacher. But the effort is worth making, and it has to ·be made. 

A possible approach to . overcome tha two major difficultJes I have 
touched on is to select a number of fairly short and representative scenes 
and . passages from the novef under study tor close textual reading 
in the classroom. My own practice is to start reading the passoge aloud, 
making sure .that the meaning of all the importont words and phroses has 
been understpod, and asl<ing questions to draw attention to some ·signif
icant points in the text or to stimulate discussion on them. As new pas· .. 
sages and scenes are studied in the same way during successive meet
ings, the student can, hopefully, obtain a good uriderstanding of the au
thor's style, narrative technique, and view of life. 

Let us take tor illustration o well-l<nown scene from Joseph Andrews 
again. On hjs way from Landon to his village, Joseph has been robbed, 
severely wounded, stripped off his ciothes, and then rolled .into a ditch 
by the side of the road: 

«The poor wretch, who lay motionless a long time, just began to re
cover his se~ses as o stoge-coach came by. The postilion, hearing a 
man's groans, stopt his horses, and told the coachnıan., He was certain 
there was a· dead man lying in the ditch; for he heard him groan. «Go .on, 
sirrah,'>> says. the coachman; «we are confounded late, and have nö time 
to look after dead men.» A lady, who heard what the postilion said, and 
likewise heard the groon, called eagerly to the coachman to stop and see 
what was the matter. Upon which he bid the postilion alight, and Iook 
into the ditch. He did su and returned, «That there was a man sitting up
right as naked as ever he was born.» _ - «O Jesus!» cried the lady; «a ria-

. ken man! Dear coachman, drive on and leave him.» Upon this the . gen
tlemen got out of the coach; and Joseph begged them to haye mercy 
upon him: tor that he had been robbed, and almost beaten to death. «Rob
bed!» cries on old gentleman: <~let us make all the haste imaginable, or 
we shall be · robbed too.» A young man whô beloged to the law answered, 
«He wished they had passed by without taking any netice; but that 
now · they migth be proved to have been last in his company; if he should 
die, they might be called to some account for his murder. He there
fore thought it advisable to save the poor creature's life, for their own ·Sakes
if p~ssible ... » The İawyer thus persuades the others · that Joseph 
must be taken in.ta the coach ancf carried to the nearest inn on the road. 
But the coachman will not allow him to enter his· coach without first be
ing paid «a shilling tor his carrıage the four miles.» The lawyer, however, 
would be held responsible for it. Even then the problem is not solved: 
Joseph needs ·something to cover his nakedness. Someone must lend 
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hım o greatcoat; and although alı the men travellirig in the coach have 
extra ones, no one is willing to lend his· to Joseph. it is finolly the poor 
postilion who takes off his own coot and gives it to the shivering young 
man, saying «That he would rather ride in his shirt ali his life than sut
fer a fello~-creature to lie in so miserable a condition.» The episode 
ends with the arrival of -the passengers at Mrs. Tow-Wause's, and takes 
up a whole chapter which consists of obout six pages in the Riverside 
edition of the novel. it contains good illustrations of Fielding's · method 
and thought, and it is short enough for detailed study in class·. in the 
Author's Preface Fielding has already exploined that his book is to be a 
comedy, and that hjs major source of comedy is to be affectatlon. in 
J_oseph_ Andrews affectation is inserparably linked to selfishness, which, in 
Fielding's view, is one of the two strongest forces behind our aqtions 
-the other being benevolence- which forms the basis of his much cher
ished concept of goodnature. 

in the epis-ode of the stage-coach we see raow Fielding exposes man's 
basic selfishness by simply placing the scene -betore us ond letting his 
characters talk and act. ·we observe that he establishes tl1e miserable 
condition of his hero a~ touchstone tor i!Jdging moral worth: whoever 
is unwilling to help Joseph is condemned as selfish and inhuman - the 
worst of . sins in Fielding's scale of values. And whoeever is l<ind to lıim · 
is considered an essentially good person. Throughout the novel Fielding 
embodies these tair'y simple views in a· number of scenes, incidients, and 
sifuations, revealing the extent of selfishness and hypocris'/ in the 
compqsition of human notu re, and expounding his concept of · virtue. 
During concentration on_ the most importcmt of these in class, the student 

. has the text before him ali the tirne; and since the selected seene or 
embodies these fairly simple views in a number of scenes, incidents; and 
~otionless before us» tor close study. 

The slow progress that results from this method of teaching gives 
the student enough time to finish reading the whole ıiovel meonwhile. 
When, finally, he has finished his individual reading, there will be in his 
mind a sucession of vividly remembered scenes, incidents, and characters 
against t.he relatively dim background of the entire qook. And with this 
we have to be con.tent. 

1 am totally aware that in practice this approach is not at ali as easy 
as ı make it sound here. There are many factors to consider and dif
ficulties to ·evorcome alt the time. A sensible selection of authors and 
novels is very important_. The literary value of Q book has to be balanced 
against its length, difficulty, and relevance. in studying · the 18th century 
novel, tor instance, we must prefer The Vicar . of Waketield to Laurence 
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Sterne's Tristram Shandy, though the latter is a much greater book. Some
times a . lesser book has to be pre~err.ed to o masterpiece by the same 
author, because the former ~appens to be a shorter and.easier work .. On 
thls principle we · must choose Joseph Andrews instead of Tom Jones, 
and certainly The Portrait of the Artist as_ a Yaung Man or even Dubline~s 
and not Ulysses. 

The mention ot Jeyce's books biringff to mind·a quesUan that is often 
asked by teachers ond students: Should not we leave chronology aside 
and begin the study of the English novel with works by 20th century 
writers? The assumption here is that the novels of writers like · Defoe, 
Riehdrdson;· and ·Fielding are too fa_r removed from us and their laıiguage 
is old-fashioned and difficult, whereas contemporary novelists use the 
sor ot English that the . foreign student is trying to Jearn, and the qub
jects theY tredt are more relevant to his own life. There may be some· 
truth in this assumption, but not as much as it may seem to have at fisrt 
glance. For one thing, the first person narrative method used in Defoe's 
and Richardşon's novels makes the language of these books relatively 
easy to read, because of the necessity to suit the language to the char
acter: and education of the narrator. As we have seen in the passoges 
quoted from Joseph Andrews, even the language "ot Fielding's omniscient 
narrator does not present any important difficulty. As for subject. mattan 
tb~ -vitality and resilience ot ,q character like Moll Flanders, her unyie!ding 
co~rage and determination are the triumphs ot the human spirit; Ric~ard
son's insights into hum~n psychology are timeless; and the variety of . 
human types presented in t=ielding's novels represents the ·basic aspepts 
of human nature. Fielding hims·eıt was keenly aware ot the unive~sality 
of hiş characters. Ot the selfish lawyer in the stage-coach secene, tor 
.instarıoe, lıe says: «The lavvyer is not only alive, but ha~h been so these 
four thousand years ... He hath not indeed confined himself . to .one pro
tession, one religion, or one country; but when the first mean s·elfish cre
atüre appeared upon the human stage,· who mdde self the-centre ·bf tha 
whoıe· creation; viıould give himself no pain, incur no dan.ger, advance 
no money, tö assist or preserve his felfow-creatures; then was our lawyer 
born; · and whilst such a person as ı have described exists on earth, so 
löng sholl he remain. upon it.» 

The moral values presented in the works of Defoe, Richarcfson, and 
F·ielding, and the writer··s attitude to them are, on the whole, clearly de
fineci. · Their s~.raightforward chronological narratıve methods · present nb 
irhpC?rtont- problems in reading. · 

in the 1·stı;ı century_ the novel was still a .newly developing form; in 
the 20th century it .became the dominant form; and to show how far it 
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has moved from its early stag~s, ı qqn: do. ~o ·.~.et!~r.than quote here Da
vid Lodge's summary of its moin features: modern. fiction «is experimen
tal or· innovatory in form, · exhibiting marked · deviations from · existi~g· 
modes of discourse, literary •and non-literary. Next, · it is much concerned 
with consc iousness, and aiso with the subconscio·us or unconscious 
workings ot the humarı mi'nd. Hence the ·structure o( ·externaı 'objective' 
evehts· essential to narrative · art in traditional poetics is· dirriinished · in 
scope and scale, or presented s·electively .and obliqueiy; ·in ordet to make 
room tor introspection, analysis, reflection aİıd. reverie ."_· Frequently, there·- : 
·fare, a· modern novel has ·no real .. 'beginning', · si.n'ce: it plunges us into 
a flowing stream of- ·experience with which we gradually familiarize· our-
selves by a process of inference and assocjation.>> . · · ' · . . . . 

· Obviously, it is no easy task to grapple wit.h the works of ,repres~n-
. tativ~ .modern writers. Fo~tunat_ely, . however,· all modern novels do not 
display ,all these fe_atures ali the time. And fortunately again, by the time 
we are ready t.o teach modern fiction, our imaginary student has reach~d . 
his fourth ,year iry the. Englist'ı department, and he is ·already acquainted 
with the works of the majo.r novelists of th~ ·two previous centuries_. He 
has now a good deaı. of ·experience in reading, not only novels · but also 
poems and . p!ays. But he stili needs careful guidance, ond our practice 
of · textual scrutiny in class is· stili a very useful approach,. because the 
modern novelist is, ·above everything; a highly· conscious artis, and crafts-
nitın, and mcikes great demands on the reader's .attention. · 

Let me take an illustration from Virginia Woolf, one of the best prac

titioners. of modern fiction, and a great artist, if not also o great writer. 

in the first part öf To the Lighthouse 'we see Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay walklng · 

· in tl)eir garden arm i.n arm: «His arriı was almost li'ke ·a voı.rng· man's arm, . . . 
Mrs. Ramsay thought, thin and hard, and she thoughtwith delight how 
. . . . 
strong. he stili was, though he was qver si~ty, and how untamed ond opti-

mistic, and how strange it was that being convinced,· as he was, . of ali 

sorts of horrors, . seemed not to . depress hir:n, but to cheer him. Was it 
not odd, she reflected?' lndeed he seemed to her somtimes made differ-. / . 

ently frorn other people, born blind, deaf, and dumb, to the ordinary 

things, but to· .the extra-ordinary things·, with an eye like an eagle's.' His· 

understanding often astonished her. But did he netice the flowers? : No. 

Did he netice his own daughter's beauty, ·or whether there was pudding 

on his plate or roast ·beef? He would sit at taıble with them like o person 
. . -

in a _dream. And hiş habit of talking .aıoud, or şaying ·poetry oloud, wçıs 
growing on him, -she. was afraid; tor sometimes it was awkword - -
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· Best and brightest. come away! 

poor Miss Giddings, when he shouted that at her, almost jumped out of 
he"r skin. But then, Mrs. Ramsay, though instantly taking his side OQOinst 

. all the silly Giddings·es in the world, then, she thought, intim·at,ing by o 
little pressure on his orm that he walked uphill too fast tor her, aııd must 
stop tor a moment to see whether those were fresh mole-hills on t~e 
bank, then, she thought, · stooping down to look, a great mind like his 
must be different in every way from ours. Ali the great men she had ever 
known, she thought, deciding that a rabbit must have got in, were like 
that, and it was good tor young men (though the atmosphere ·ot lecture
rooms was stuffy and depressing to her beyond endurance almost} ·sim
ply to };lear him, simply to look ot him. But without shooting rabbits, how 
was one to keep them down? She Wondered. it might be a ra~bit; it niight 
be a mole. Some creature anyhow was ruining her Evening Primroses. 
And ı·ooking up, she saw above the thin trees the first pulse of the fu~ ı

throbbing star, and wanted to make her husband look at it; tor the sight 
gave her such keen pleasure. But she stopped herself. He never looked 
at things. lf he did1 rill he would say would be, Poor little world, with one 
ot his sighs.» · 

. . 

This passage is part of chapter twelve which cons·ists of about seven 
pages in the Penguin edition. it contains the essence of what Virginia 
Woolf contributed to the English noveL The narrative technique used 
here is perhaps tlıe first thing that attracts our noice. From the first sen
tence we are placed inside Mrs._, Ramsay's · mind, but at the same time 
we see her from outside, so that we are able to follow simultaneously 
what is happening in the external world and what is going on in the 
herolne's mind. Mrs. Ramsay's reflections on her husband reveal his 
character, but they also provide insight into her own character. Mf. and 
Mrs. Ramsay are cor'npletely different persons: he is difficult, eccentric and 
oıı" intellect; she is sensitive, kind and all emotion. Yet ·they are happrly 
married ,and we are shown how greatly this depends on the chara.cter of 
the wife. Mrs. Ramsay deles not quite understand her husband, but be
lieves that he is a great man and so, different from ordinary people, and 
is prepared to accept him as he is. The degree of her admiration is 
amusingly suggested in her refl'ection that «it was good tor young men ... 
simply to hear him, simply to look at him.» On the other hand, the thouglht 
that the atmosphere of lecure-rooms mu~t be unhealthy for her husband's 
young students is very typical of .Mrs. Ramsay, who is always tull of con-
cern tor the sufferings of other people. it is only when we keep this polnt 

in mlnd that we can attach any meaning to the conjunction «But» used 
at the 'beginning · of the next sentehce. The odversative use of «but» sug-
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gests that ona part of Mrs. Ramsay's mjnd .the. part which concerns itself 
with the health of Mr. Ramsdy's students) is objecting to the killing of 
the rabbits. This is · why she asks: «But without shooting rabbits·, how 
was one to keep them down?» 

in the passage above; we netice that concern with the. external world 
has been reduced to a few simple actions, and the realm of interest has 
been transtormed to the inner world of the self. The studen.t's'_attention 
must be drawn to the fact that this shift is a result ·of the writer's concept 
of reality, and that Virginia ·woolf's profound preoccupation with technique 
aims at finding the best means for getting at this reality. 

Attentiorı must be drawn also to the traces of o view of life that re-
moins constant through almost ali of Virginia Woolfs novels: a person, a 
teW · objects start in Mrs. Ramsay's mind trains of thougiıt which flit over 
tne whole puzzling, incoherent_, yet fascinating universe. we live in. ~nd 
the stress is on the baffling nature of it all: Mrs. Ramsay cannot account 
tor her husband's ways ( «Wos it not odd, she reflected?» ). Even though 
she bends down and looks car~fully, she finds it impossible to know for 
certain whether it is. rabbits or moles that are ruining her flowers. ( <<it 
might be a rabbit; it might 'be mole.»). 

Let me take another i!lustratlon, and this is from the chapter cdlled 
«Habbit» in D. H. Lawrence'ş Women in Love. Gudrun goes to Gerald's 
country house and picks up a big pet robbi~. (it is to be a drdwing lesson 
for Gerald's littıe · sister). in a sudden fury the rabbit 'klcks and scratches 
her arm badly: «Gudrun stood tor a moment astounded by the thunder
storm that had sprung into being in her grip. Then her colour came up, o 
heavy rage came over her like a cloud. She .stood sha·ken as o house in 
o storm, and utterly overcome. Her heart was arrested with fury at the 
mindlessness and the bestial stupidity of this struggle, · her wrists were 
badly scored by the claws of the beast, a heavy orualty welled up in her. 

Gerald came round as she was trying to capt'ure the flyi~g rabbit 
under her arm. He -saw with subtle recognition, her sullen passion of 
cruelty. He takes the rabbit from her. «Gudrun saw Gerald's body ! ighten, 
saw a sharp blindness come into his eyes.» With a vicious blow of hl~ 
hand he cows the rabbit at once. «Gudrun looked at Gerald with strange, 
darkened eyes, stroined with underworld knowledge, almost supplicoting, 
like those of a creature which is at his mercy, yet which is his ultimate 

victor. He did not know what ,to say to her. He felt the ı:nutual hellish recog-. . 
nition. And he felt he ought to say something to cover it. He had the power 
of lightning in his nerve$, ~he- seemed like a soft recipient of his magical, 
hideous w~ite fire . . H.e was unconfident, he had qualms of fecır.» ... 
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« 'Did · he hurt "you?' he· asked: .·.: 

' lsn't ita fool!' ~~he c·ried. 'lsn't it_ a_sic~ening fool?' The vindictive mock
ery in her voicef made his brain quiver. Glancing lip at him, into his eyes, 
she . revealed again the mocking, white- crueı ·recognitiori. There was a 
Jeague between- :them, abhorrent to· them both. 'They were implicated with 
each other, in abhorrent mysteries.» . 

. And when· she shows him the scratch on her arm: «The Iong~ shallow 
red rip .$eenied, t~rn·'_ across h!s own brain, tearing the surface of his uıti-· 
mate cönsciousri~ss, . letting through the for ever unconscious; unthinkable 
red ether of the beyond, the obscene beyond.>> 

· · The whole scene ilh.İstrates Lawreence's ·concern with some dark 
f9rce? lying . hidden·.· in· the depths of the self, a'nd his method ot'reveali~g 
them in concretely realized moments of great intensity. Every movement 
of fhe 'rabbit is so vlvidly and exactly desc'ribed that its mad fury· electri
fie_s the whole scene cind p.repares the reader for.the narrator's comments 
on· the eıffects · of the incident · on Gudrun and Gerald. Obviously, . the 
wli6Ie chapter has been des·igned to bring about a sudden revelation of 
common sadism in thern both. But, obviously again this is not an easy 
thing to do; and here we see Lawrence trying to force language into 
meanings vyhich are· almost impossible to convey through words. The 
use of such basically poetic devices as s·imife and metaphor, and the 
hypnotic repetition of a string of rather obscure phrases like «magical, 
hide.ous white fir~», «white-crueı recognition», «unthinkable red ·ether 
of. the beyond, the obscene beyond», are ali colculated to overcome this 
dlfficulty. Under the great emotional intensity of the -moment, the reader 
is «bounced» · into o state of mind in which he does · not quite not1ce that 
an omniscient narrator is (<giving verbal expression to subconscious 
states.» To put it more crudely, the reader watches the reactions of -the 
characters to the rabbit; but it is in fact the narrator who is trying to 
convey to him an idea of what is. happening at both conscious and sub
conscious Ieveıs of the characters' minds. The rabbit's fierceness simply 
triggers ,off . ~he strong element of cruelty Iying -bur.ied in both Gerald and 
Gudrun; but the sheer force· of Lawrence's art Iends it symbolic signifi
cance. 

There is, of course, nothing·new. about this approach to the teaching 
of fiction; but ı believe that it is ·an approach well adapted to the needs 
of Turkistı .students. Moreover, it ·is quite in keeping with the way most 

• 1 

novels are written. ·we can .use ~ielding as our authority here in an early 

chapter in Tom Jones he s_ays: <<in the ensuing pages... when -any ex
traordinary scene presents itself ... , we shall spare no pains nor paper to 

/ 
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open it at large to our reader; but if whole years should pass without' 
producing anything worthy his netice, we shall. .. ha sten on to matters 
of consequence ... My reader, then, is not to be surprised .. . if my history 
sometimes seems to stand still and s-ometimes to fly.» it İS not difficult 
to feel an echo of this view of composition in. some of the prefaces Henry 
James w·rote to his novels. 

There is more temptation today than ever before to read books of 
criticİsm on a number of prescribed novels rather thon to read the novels 
themselves with the degree. of attention they requİre. The teacher can 
gather together some of the·se clever critical opinions and pass them on 
to his students in a series of lectures. This, we ali agree, is not whot we 
want. ·We don't want to tell our studerıts what to think on a number of 
books. That is no education at ali. Our task İs to train our students to 
understand whot they read, to respond intelligently and sensİtİvely to 
works of litereture, and to form their own judgments on them. This can 
be done only it, from the first, the· student's primary concern is the text 
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